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THE REVIEW OF THE LIGHT DIFFRACTION EXPERIMENTS  

Abstract 

Up to now, the experiments for the diffraction phenomenon has confirmed the light wave theory 

of Huyghen for last 350 years and together with electro-optical experiments to put the foundation for 

the quantum mechanic at the starting of XX century when “wave-particle duality” of light and the 

micro particles was accepted. However, the result of development and review the experiments for that 

phenomena lead to the author find out: Although that experiments was realized exactly, but the 

interpretation of the received experiment results was not correct and some important details in the 

diffraction experiments were realized from 200 years ago were omit and did not collate with the details 

which have just appeared in the experiments were realized later in the after half of XX century, so the 

mistake conclusions about the” wave property” of light and micro particles still continue to exist, up to 

now. With the convincing experimental evidence, the author has the conclusion: These experiments 

have been confirmed the particle property and negated their wave property.  

 Key words: Diffraction experiment, wave-particle duality, Young slit experiments 

1. BACKGROUND 

The experiment is the process of using physical, technical means for finding out the 
nature phenomenon in a laboratory. It is considered as both the starting point for a new 
theory and the final chain confirming the correctness of the old theory was build. Up to now, 
the experiments for the diffraction phenomenon of light and electron have been implemented 
for two roles: confirming the light wave theory of Huyghen for last 350 years and together 
with electro-optical experiment to put the foundation for the quantum mechanics at the 
starting of XX century. However, there is a matter that the experiment is not always “reliable 
empirical evidence” with the meaning of “standard of truth” when it completely depends on 
technical equipments, the condition for implementing the experiment and an awareness level, 
especially, the interpretation of the experimental results. When all those factors are 
completed more and more, the results and conclusions of experiment can be different from 
last time.  

In Young slits experiment which had been realized in 200 years before, people used the 
source of strong light from the Sun [1]. If the light is the particle as the assumption of 
Newton, it can be explained the bright and dark region as per the picture in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The picture received by the Young’s double-slits experiment 

That bright and dark region made the people imagine the interference result of two 
coherent waves as per Fig 2a. This imagines is consolidated by the explanation of the 
phenomenon by simulation diagram of the water wave as per Figure 2b. For this reason, this 
experiment is considered as the most persuasive empirical evidence, confirming that light is 
wave, or as people always said, “light has a wave property”. 
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a) The interference of two coherent waves            b) Explanation of the interference  

phenomenon  

Figure 2. The interference phenomenon of water wave   

If everything only stops here, nothing to discuss. However, the matter is: 

Firstly, in the middle of century XX, the similar experiments have been completed for 
the light as weak as only each “light quantum” that is generated, is called photon, and the 
normal screen was replaced by high sensitive photographic paper. Meanwhile, instead of the 
disappeared light regions (cannot see by the naked eyes), the light spots appears on the 
screen as shown on Fig. 3. And if the light time is long enough to have the amount of 
photons that is big enough, then the picture which is similar this one was obtained with 
strong light above is little by little restored – photons just falls on the places corresponding 
with the regions that are visible before. It is just extremely convincing experiment, but 
except the things above which we talked recently, never been seen any work analyseing the 
basic different of that two experiment results with weak and strong light above? 

 

Figure 3. The diffraction result with weak light  

Secondly, The experiments of an absolute blackbody radiation have approved that it is 
suitable with the assumption of Plank for “quantum” property of this radiation, and after that, 
it was applied by Einstein to explain the electro-optical experiment successfully when 
assuming that light is only the collection of “energy quantum”, is called photon, i.e, light 
must have “particle property” [2]. On the other hand, the existence of these two mutually 
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exclusive properties of the same physical object is impossible, contrary to “Healthy thinking” 
in the real life, contrary to the nature.  

The more important matter is: What is light? – One question without reply, up to now. 
Their conception think that, light is sometime a particle, sometime a wave and there is not 
any assumption to explain for two results of the different experiments: The alternating light 
and dark regions in the Young’s double-slits experiment and cathode current in the electro-
optical experiment. No body can imagine something that is both the wave and the particle. 
“The nature is that natural” or not as physicists always console by themselves? 

Before analyzing the Young’s double-slits experiment, we should forget temporary all 
the concepts which quantum mechanics presents, we should return to the classical physics of 
the previous period. Specifically, it is necessary to agree: How is "wave" and how “particle” 
is? 

- "A particle" – is the existence type of matter with the small dimension, limited; it can 
have any "behavior" or any "phenomenon” such as: Fall, roll, oscillate, etc. The set of large 
enough number of particles can be called “environment” – is also the existence type of 
matter; it can have “behavior" or "phenomenon” such as: Whirl, wave, etc. 

- "A wave" – is the oscillation propagation of “environment”, i.e, one “phenomenon” 
but not matter object; in here, the object must be “environment” – no environment, no wave 
exists at all. We have known acoustic and water wave… is the oscillation propagation of air 
and water…  

The "Wave" and "particle" themselves are the concepts, which are not equivalence on 
inner aspect: On the one hand, "particle" is “matter object”, on the other hand, "wave" is only  
“behavior" of that “matter object”. The equivalence on inner aspect concepts of wave must 
be “fluctuation”, “falling”, “movement”, “rotary”… The equivalence on inner aspect 
concepts of “particle” must be: "clot", "ball", "body", "piece"... as the independent 
components when gathered, they will have the concepts: "stack ", “beach”… for solid, or 
"pool", "pond", "lake"... for fluid, etc. So, one “single particle" can not create the 
phenomenon of "wave" (but can only make the oscillation as the pendulum is and no more 
anything else). This matter makes people think to the behavior “married” – if there is only 
one person, “can not be married”! Or “pressure” – only single molecule can not caused that! 
That means, "Wave-particle duality" is an illogical, unnatural concept. 

We can see an example for the water wave on Fig. 4 with the part in the frame is 
separated and zoom out to illustrate. In here, we have the water wave image with the light 
level descending from left to right as per the distance, which is far from the center of 
irradiating wave and wave amplitude diagram as below.  

Please take specially notes: 

Firstly, if there is a wave, the oscillation amplitude is also its intensity. That important 
matter is: The “intensity” of the wave is always proportional to its “amplitude”, meanwhile, 
“intensity” of “light wave” is not concern with its “amplitude”, on contrary, only the amount 
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of photons have just decided! That means, the obtained picture from light on Fig. 3 does not 
created by the wave but must be by the photon particles. 

    

Figure 4. The water wave image with the decreasing amplitude as per the distance  

Secondly, if be taken the next photograph part to the right, it is sure that these light 
regions will be dim for the far enough distance, but they are the soft, continuous light regions 
and disappear corresponding to the zero amplitude, but there is not light spot as the picture 
on Fig. 3.   

Thirdly, it is necessary to distinct the significant point; that is the difference between 
“wave” and “picture” that may be created by that wave. Deducing from “picture” that we 
think it must be created by wave, is hurried statement; it is necessary to determine “subject” 
causing it as above mentioned: If the subject is environment, it will be “picture of wave”, if 
the subject is particle, it will be natural “picture of particle”, though, it is very similar to 
“picture of wave”. For example, the artist uses the brush pen to draw the picture as per Fig. 1, 
although it is similar to “interference fringe” of “wave”, we cannot also conclude that “the 
artist is wave!”, it is not? And how to determine that “subject” is environment or “particle”? 
It is the different matter! Following, the author will proof that both the Yung’s double-slits 
experiments affirm “particle property” of light, as well as of electron, not be “wave property” 
that people still think up to now. 

2. The Young’s double-slits experiment with light  

The experiment arrangement diagram as per Fig. 5, “interference fringe” on the screen 
that the physicists in the century XIX considered “undeniable evidence” for “wave property” 
of light. Considering to “subject” (that is “environment”) of this “wave” phenomenon, people 
assume that, there is the type of special matter called ether and thus they still apply the 
explanation of the process “interference” of light as shown on Fig. 2b. However, now we will 
continue to implement the experiment by the way of descending the light level of the lamp to 
zero. How does the image change? We can see when the distance among “interference 
fringe” do not change, their light level will be decreasing and disappear at all, it is similar to 
the water wave as per Fig. 4.  

Wave amplitude 

Distance  
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In the time when Young did this experiment, everything was seemed exactly! However, 

with scientific and technical knowledge in the present age, we know more that our “seeing” 
light depended on “sensitivity threshold” of our eyes: Under this threshold, we are not 
recognize light yet, and so we assume that we was decrease the light level to zero only by the 
lost of “interference fringe” on the screen do not true – the thing which we cannot see, does 
not mean that it does not exist.  

Why do not we try to replace the screen by the ultra-sensitive photo paper in order to 
obtain the image with weak light under the sensitivity threshold of the eyes and in order to 
complete the picture set without ignore any detail? Ok! We will do that. With the relative 
strong light intensity, we will receive the light fringes as per Fig. 6a.  

 
Now, we decrease the light intensity and can see that the light level of fringes is faded, 

but the accidental matter has happened: “the blear fringes” in two sides are speckled (see Fig. 
6b) without soft light regions as per Fig. 4 above with the weak wave intensity yet! This 
phenomenon is still continuous for the next fringes when we continue to reduce the light 
intensity (see Fig. 6c, d, and e) until when the final fringes disappear from the photograph 
paper as described on Fig. 6f. The special thing is these light spots always has the same light 
degree, do not depend on that in what fringe does they appear?! 

This phenomenon is completely different from what we wait with a wave (see Fig. 4). 
“Light spot” with this same light level cannot be produced by any wave of environment as 
we seen. So, there is an only unique possibility, if we do not accept “the hand of God”, is that 
light must be the particle! But there is impossibility: when light is strong, it is “the wave”, 
when light is too weak, it is “the particle”!? Clearly, one ray of light with the huge amount 

a)  b) c)  

d)  e)  f)  
Figure 6. The Young’s double-slit experiment result with weak light  

Lamp or 
sunlight 

Screen 
Plate with 1slit Plate with 2 slits 

Figure 5. The Young’s double-slits experiment diagram with the strong light 

Filter 
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“light particles” (photons), the received picture will be as-called “interference fringe” that we 
have known in the experiment with strong light on Fig. 5. Indeed, if we put it in the condition 
of taking photo very slowly with a photo save mode, then an other unexpected thing appears 
that is the amount of spots will be increased with the time of taking photos, and it seemly 
have the “invisible hand” to start “arranging” them as to “restore” the initial “interference 
fringe” by the “spot” as we have known on Fig. 6 but with the opposite order from f, e … to 
a! Meanwhile, “intensity” of “light wave” do not concern to its “amplitude”, on contrary, 
only the amount of photons will decide that.  

On the other hand, through these two the broaden Young’s slits experiments, we only 
can conclude definitely that: “light is absolutely not the wave”!!! And the reason why can 
the “light particles” create that “interference picture”, it is a completely different question – 
let we assume that this question can not be replied, it does not mean, we must accept that 
light have “wave-particle duality”. Whether or not people quibble any way, this experiment 
at least is also the denied evidence of “wave property” of light but not affirm evidence of that 
property!  

In reality, these broaden experiments which the author has just implemented as above, it 
is the simulation of the way which Feymann did to proof that light is particle in the own book 
"QED – the strange theory of light" [3], in which he had put the light source with the 
adjustment of an intensity and the light-sensitive receiver attaching with a loudspeaker and a 
converter to an electric signal. When decreasing a light intensity, a noise from the 
loundspeaker is littler and littler, but instead of its decrease to zero it produces gradually 
discrete sounds with unchanged volume from time to time… Each photon corresponds with 
unique sound – “so light must be the particle” – he had concluded. In fact, it is true! 

3. The Young’s double-slits experiment with electron 

One hundred years later, people do the similar experiment as above, it is only different 
from replacing light by electrons, i.e, in here “object” is a particle definitively 100% but not 
“environment” including these electrons. The received experiment result is similar to Fig. 3. 
This experiment is considered as the evidence for “wave property” of an electron! It is 
strange: Only by the lack of “little” accuracy in the thinking about the conception “how is a 
wave” and “how is a particle”, that leads to the conclusion upset the human history: “a 
particle has a wave property” – “particle-wave duality”! We cannot argue with any sublimity 
but can recognize that the received things is “inverse problem” compared with the 
experiment for light considered on Fig. 6: In that case above, there is reduce of the light 
intensity to zero, while in this case, here is the increase of the electrons beam “intensity” 
from zero to the big number. Why this is not the experiment of confirming "particle 
property" of an electron? Obviously, we are increasing “quantity of the electrons” but no any 
“the amplitude” of wave?  

We can see, here is still the classical situation for us: Explaining the picture created by 
an electron is one problem, but confirming its “wave property” is absolutely other problem. 
There is no reason why we cannot to explain that (let we cannot to explain that) then 
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necessary to think that “particle” (object) must have “wave property” (it is a property which 
it cannot have in principle)? 

It is lucky because explaining this phenomenon have been implemented in the “Report 
at the Science Conference IMFP-2005” [4] while, the author has presented “The least-action 
principle” in the form of: “The physical object can only changes the energy state when action 

of the other physical object on it exceeding its least-action”. Applying this principle can 
explain the received result from the Young’s slit experiments and it is not necessary to regard 
as light with “wave property”, or the worse matter is “light is sometime the particle, 
sometime the wave”.  

4. Conclusion 

- Two the Young’s double-slits experiments only confirm “particle property” of the 
object for study (light as well as electron, or any elementary particles), not be “wave 
property” that people always think up to now.  

- It is necessary to determine exactly the concepts “wave” is “behavior” or 
“phenomenon” of  “environment” and “particle” is “independent matter object” determined 
not to do have that “behavior” or “phenomenon”, and so it is necessary to abandon “wave-
particle duality” out of the scientific vocabulary. 

- We should be careful with the conclusion appertained some thing of “incomplete 
inductive” based on the experiments with the limited and incomplete conditions; it will make 
us misunderstand the nature of the natural world, created conditions for the metaphysics 
“make one’s way into” the physics. 
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